built-in independence
Floor to Ceiling Grab Pole
Fitting & Instructions
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1.

Measure the required grab pole length & cut from the top downwards
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Mark poles bottom position

Chamfered bottom fixing

FIG 4

Measure from the top surface of the shower tray / floor to the ceiling.
FIG 1 solid red line.
2. Deduct approx 5mm off your measurement & cut the Grab Pole to this size.
You MUST cut the Grab Pole from the top down. FIG 1 dashed red line.
3. Place the ceiling rose top fixing into the top of the Grab Pole.
4. Offer the Grab Pole up to the glass screen ensuring the Grab Pole lugs are
fully engaged onto the shower screen. Using a pencil mark around the
poles base & the 3 x hole positions in the ceiling rose top fixing.
5. Remove the Grab Pole. Find the centre point for your bottom fixing, mark &
pilot drill a hole into the shower trays top surface or floor using a suitable
drill bit. FIG 2
6. The Grab Poles bottom fixing has a chamfered side for easy fitting. Position
the chamfered edge closest to the edge of the shower screen, apply a small
amount of silicone sealant to the underside of the bottom fixing & then
screw it into position using a suitable fixing. FIG 3
7. Pilot drill 3 x holes into the ceiling to accept the top fixing ceiling rose. You
MUST ensure you are using a suitable fixing to suit the ceiling substrate.
8. Slide the top fixing cover onto the Grab Pole then insert the top fixing
ceiling rose into the end of the Grab Pole. FIG 4
9. Guide the bottom of the Grab Pole over the bottom fixing ensuring the Grab
Pole lugs fully engage onto the shower screen.
10. Align the top fixing ceiling rose & securely fix it into position.
11. Slide the top fixing cover up to the ceiling and turn anti-clockwise to lock it
in position. FIG 4
12. Using a 5mm allen key secure the 3 x lugs onto the Grab Pole. Ensure the
rubber spacers are inserted in the lugs to protect the glass as shown. FIG 5
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Slide the top cover up to the ceiling rose & turn anti-clockwise to lock

FIG 5

TECHNICAL SUMMARY
32mm diameter, stainless steel tube
Chrome plated, brass lugs. 8mm aperture, 80L x 34D x 34H
Pole height: 2500mm or 5500mm in length
Gap between grab pole & screen edge: 40mm
Projection from edge of shower screen to outer edge of pole: 72mm
Internal floor fixing & external ceiling fixing with 80mm diameter shroud
PART REFERENCE
2500mm Grab Pole: GD-GP
5500mm Grab Pole: GD-GP5500
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Ensure the rubber spacers are inserted in the lugs & secure to the shower screen.
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PROJECTION: 800mm shower screen with grab pole illustrated.
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